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Building a Community

Through:

Culture, Language, and History
Opportunity for Growth

Get to know our Latin American, Hispanic, and Ally colleagues

Build a sense of community

Professional Development
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Colegas
a California Community Colleges Organization de Latinx

Mission:
COLEGAS is comprised of Latinx professionals who, through intentional advocacy and coalition building, lead and influence transformative systemic change within the California Community College system. We seek to foster and empower Latinx professionals through mentorship, networking, and professional development to ascend and assume leadership roles at the highest influential levels to eradicate systems of oppression to provide opportunities and close the equity gap for Latinx students in higher education.
Benefits to Partnership

Become a chapter at a State and National level

Professional Development / Fellowships

Networking Opportunities

Mentorship

Better support for our students
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Work Together
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Why we need a community

Employment Engagement
Retention
Communication

Next Steps
Next Steps

Collaborate with colleagues

Have our first meeting

Brainstorm

Start having discussions
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Work on:

Mission
Vision
Value

Why Now
“A year from now you may wish you had started today.”
—Karen Lamb
Work on:

- Mission
- Vision
- Value

Why Now
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